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Korean deaf signers performed a number comparison task on pairs of Arabic digits. In their
response times profiles, the expected magnitude effect was systematically modified by
properties of number signs in Korean sign language in a culture-specific way (not observed
in hearing and deaf Germans or hearing Chinese). We conclude that finger-based quan-
tity representations are automatically activated even in simple tasks with symbolic input
although this may be irrelevant and even detrimental for task performance. These finger-
based numerical representations are accessed in addition to another, more basic quantity
system which is evidenced by the magnitude effect. In sum, these results are inconsistent
with models assuming only one single amodal representation of numerical quantity.
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INTRODUCTION
Numerical cognition can be conceived as a distributed cognitive
function, meaning that it requires interactive processing of infor-
mation gained from both internal and external representations
(Zhang and Norman, 1995; Zhang and Wang, 2005). For instance,
when we have to compare two numbers regarding their numerical
magnitude, we not only need to process information from internal
representations (e.g., knowledge about the magnitude of the num-
bers), but also information from external representations (e.g.,
visuo-spatial properties of the symbols). In the present paper we
explore the possibility that internal (i.e., mental) quantity repre-
sentations are multimodal such that innate analog representations
are complemented by representations based on different cul-
tural tools (e.g., number words, Arabic numbers, finger-counting
habits) which may affect performance even in simple numerical
tasks. In the following, we will first shortly summarize evidence
for innate analog quantity representations. Afterward, evidence
for effects of culturally developed representations on numerical
tasks will be reviewed. Finally, we will outline the rationale of the
present study.

INNATE ANALOG QUANTITY REPRESENTATION
There is widespread agreement that humans share a basic inter-
nal representation of numerical quantity with higher vertebrates
(Feigenson et al., 2004; Beran, 2007; Cantlon and Brannon, 2007;

Agrillo et al., 2011). Using this representation, animals as well as
human infants are able to decide which of two sets of objects
is the numerically larger one (i.e., contains more elements) in a
magnitude comparison task. Usually, performance in this kind of
task is affected by the ubiquitous magnitude effect, i.e., response
times (RT) and error rates increase with the numerical size of the
operands involved (Restle, 1970; Brysbaert, 2005; Verguts et al.,
2005; Dehaene, 2007). It has been suggested that the magnitude
effect can be traced back to the spiking characteristics of spe-
cific number-sensitive neurons in prefrontal and parietal cortices,
which respond increasingly diffuse to increasing numerical magni-
tude (Nieder, 2005). A related psychological effect is the so-called
distance effect, which describes the observation that discriminat-
ing between two numbers gets easier (reflected by decreasing RT
and error rates) as the numerical distance between the num-
bers increases. Both the magnitude and the distance effect have
become hallmark effects associated with quantity processing and
are addressed by virtually every model of numerical cognition.
Although found in humans as well as non-human animals, it has
been shown that both the effects of numerical magnitude and
numerical distance decrease with education (Pica et al., 2004;
Halberda and Feigenson, 2008). Decreasing magnitude and dis-
tance effects during the course of education have been attributed
to an increasing degree of precision of the internal magnitude
representation.
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CULTURAL TOOLS OF QUANTITY REPRESENTATION
Improving precision of the human analog quantity representa-
tion during development is accompanied by the acquisition and
use of culturally bequeathed number notations such as number
words,Arabic digits, and finger-counting gestures (Pica et al., 2004;
Halberda and Feigenson, 2008). How does the use of culturally
developed number systems influence the innate analog quantity
representation? The exact nature of this interaction is still under
debate. Three different scenarios seem possible: first, the inter-
nal analog quantity representation, which is often described by
the metaphor of a mental number line (Dehaene and Cohen,
1995; Dehaene, 2003), may be influenced by external represen-
tations such that it increases its acuity (Verguts and Fias, 2004;
Dehaene, 2007) and/or adopts the base-10 structure of the Arabic
number system (Nuerk et al., 2001, 2004a; Nuerk and Willmes,
2005; Verguts and De Moor, 2005; Moeller et al., 2011). Second,
the inherited analog quantity representation may be replaced by
a symbolic quantity representation. One proposal of this type
assumes that the internal quantity representation is abstract and
similar to the place-value system of the Arabic number system and
most number word systems (McCloskey and Macaruso, 1995).
Unfortunately, this model is silent about the nature of the transi-
tion from analog to symbolic representation and about the fate of
the innate analog quantity representation.

Note that both accounts of semantic quantity representation
mentioned so far (i.e., the analog mental number line and the
abstract place-value system) assume that there is only one amodal
representation of quantity employed across all types of stimuli
and tasks (e.g., Libertus et al., 2007; Santens et al., 2009). With
respect to the first account by Dehaene and Cohen (1995) it is
true that the Triple-Code model proposes three different repre-
sentational codes. However, only one of these three codes (i.e.,
the analog magnitude code) reflects a semantic representation of
quantity. Input from the other two codes (i.e., visual Arabic or ver-
bal) needs to be transcoded to the analog magnitude code to access
quantity information. Even more evident is this central amodal
quantity representation in the model by McCloskey (1992). The
so-called Abstract Code model (McCloskey, 1992; McCloskey and
Macaruso, 1995) proposes that its subsystems (comprehension,
calculation, and response production) communicate through a
single abstract semantic quantity code. The comprehension sub-
system transforms different numerical inputs into the abstract
code on which calculation and response generation subsequently
operate. Access to this abstract code is necessarily required before
any other numerical process is possible. In particular, the calcula-
tion subsystem operates only on this code. Finally, the production
subsystem transcodes the abstract code into Arabic, written, or
spoken verbal number formats again as required by the task at
hand. Taken together both the Triple-Code model and the Abstract
Code model assume a single amodal representation of quantity. In
line with this, the dominant view in numerical cognition research
claims that “robust evidence demonstrates that with or without
language, number is represented abstractly – independently of per-
ceptual features, dimensions, modality, and notation [as] in fact,
this is the very definition of number.” (italics added, Cantlon et al.,
2009, p. 332; see also Cohen Kadosh and Walsh, 2009 and invited
commentaries for a comprehensive discussion of this point).

Nevertheless, this view is in contrast to a third type of mod-
els which assert that there is a multitude of semantic number
representations, including internal analog and symbolic quan-
tity representations, which are used depending on the type of
stimuli and task at hand (Campbell and Clark, 1992; Campbell,
1994; Cohen Kadosh and Walsh, 2009). Typically, these mod-
els are rather vague, both in terms of developmental aspects
and in specifying the exact interactions of the different inter-
nal representations assumed for a given task (although attempts
have been made to address both issues, e.g., Cohen Kadosh and
Walsh, 2009; Kucian and Kaufmann, 2009). Nevertheless, they
seem easily ready to integrate finger-based quantity representa-
tions. Such finger-based representations have been assumed to
play an important role at least for small quantities (Di Luca and
Pesenti, 2011).

The behavioral impact of symbolic representations in numeri-
cal tasks has been described repeatedly. For instance, the base-10
structure of the Arabic number system and most number word
systems (i.e., the most frequently used symbolic representations)
is reflected in several numerical effects:

(i) The carry effect in mental addition: the influence of a carry
operation on task performance is probably one of the most
robust findings in multi-digit addition. Arithmetic prob-
lems requiring a carry operation, because the sum of the
units is equal or larger than 10 (e.g., 47 + 18 = 65; unit sum
7 + 8 = 15), are usually associated with decreased perfor-
mance (mirrored by larger RT and error rates) than addition
problems not requiring a carry (e.g., 52 + 13 = 65; Ashcraft
and Stazyk, 1981; Fürst and Hitch, 2000; Deschuyteneer et al.,
2005; Kong et al., 2005; Imbo et al., 2007; Klein et al., 2010a,b).

(ii) The decade consistency effect in multiplication: multiplica-
tion errors are influenced by positional consistency, where
consistency means that the error and the correct result share
the same digit at the same place-value position (Campbell,
1994; Verguts and Fias, 2005a,b). For instance, the error
7 × 3 = 28 will be more likely than the error 7 × 3 = 14,
because 28 and the correct result 21 share the same decade
digit. Verguts and Fias (2005a,b) termed this finding neigh-
borhood consistency: consistent neighbors share their decade
digit with each other. Neighborhood consistency provides an
alternative way to explain multiplication effects that were
previously not associated with multi-digit structures, namely
problem size-, five-, and tie-effects (see Verguts and Fias,
2005a,b, for details). The theoretically postulated consistency
effect was demonstrated by Domahs et al. (2006) in a reanaly-
sis of multiplication production data reported by Campbell
(1997). Multiplication problems with many consistent neigh-
bors tended to be less error-prone, but whenever an error
occurred, it was more likely to be a consistent neighbor than
an inconsistent one (see also Campbell et al., 2011). The
consistency effect was replicated by Domahs et al. (2007)
in an ERP study using a verification paradigm. Obviously,
consistency effects cannot exist for single-digit numbers.
Thus, these effects show that multiplication fact retrieval per-
formance cannot be fully understood without taking into
account structural properties of the symbolic format of
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input, output, and/or internal representation (i.e., multi-digit
Arabic numbers or number words).

(iii) The unit-decade compatibility effect describes an aspect of
multi-digit number magnitude processing performance in a
magnitude comparison task. The effect is driven by the place-
value structure of to-be-compared numbers. A number pair
is termed unit-decade compatible whenever separate decade
and unit digit comparisons lead to the same decision (as for
the pair 42_57, 4 < 5, and 2 < 7) and incompatible when unit
and decade comparisons lead to different decisions (47_62;
4 < 6, but 7 > 2). Since its discovery by Nuerk et al. (2001),
several studies in children and adults have shown that incom-
patible number pairs are processed slower and with more
errors than compatible pairs (Nuerk et al., 2002, 2004b, 2005).

In sum, in all the examples mentioned, behavioral traces have been
observed which suggest that numerical representations are not
perfectly smooth, but that there are decade breaks in the quantity
representation. However, in all these cases, the base-10 structure
was part of the external, i.e., stimulus representation (Arabic dig-
its or number words) and potentially also of the putative internal
quantity representation (which could be an abstract base-10 sys-
tem as proposed by McCloskey and Macaruso, 1995), such that it is
impossible to disentangle external from internal representational
effects.

THE PRESENT STUDY
The present study aimed at investigating whether there is only one
single amodal (analog or symbolic) internal quantity representa-
tion or rather several different, interacting internal quantity rep-
resentations (Campbell and Clark, 1992; Campbell, 1994; Cohen
Kadosh and Walsh, 2009). To address this question, we made use
of peculiarities of culturally developed number representations
(i.e., canonical finger-counting patterns) which are not part of
the external stimulus representation employed in the task (Arabic
numbers). It is important to note that finger-counting was not
required in the current task neither for processing the stimuli nor
for providing the response. With regard to finger-counting habits
two things are important to the present study. First, canonical
numeral finger configurations are shown to have a special sta-
tus compared to non-canonical ones (Di Luca and Pesenti, 2008).
Second, canonical configurations are highly diverse across cultures
(Bender and Beller, 2011).

The present investigation is based on an approach successfully
adopted by Domahs et al. (2010). In a number comparison task
employing Arabic digits as input format, the authors found the
magnitude effect (reflecting the analog quantity representation)
to be modified by the number of Arabic digits, i.e., number pairs
with different number of digits (8_10 and 9_11) were responded
to faster than pairs with the same number of digits. Crucially,
the magnitude effect was also modified by the number of hands
involved in number signs, such that Arabic numbers associated
with two-handed number signs yielded relatively long RTs. While
the number of Arabic digits effect can in principle be related to
properties of both external and internal representations, the num-
ber of hands effect can only be driven by internal representations

as it is no feature of the input format (Arabic digits). Further-
more, the fact that the number of hands effect was only present
in those cultural groups using two-handed number signs (hearing
Germans and deaf German signers) but not in hearing Chinese,
who use one-handed number signs in the relevant number range
from 6 to 9 (see Figure 2), further supported the interpretation
that hand-based internal number representations were activated,
even though they were irrelevant and even detrimental to the task.
Given that the analysis indicated specific slowing associated with
two-handed number signs, Domahs et al. (2010) argued for an
interpretation in terms of motor imagery involved to represent
quantity in addition to some other (probably analog) quantity
representation.

In the current study, we examined users of a different finger-
counting system – Korean sign language (KSL). KSL involves some
interesting properties which are neither part of the finger-counting
systems previously investigated nor included in the Arabic digit
system (see Figure 1):

a) Similar to other finger-counting systems in which only one
hand is used to represent numbers larger than 5, there is a
break between transparent and symbolic quantity representa-
tion. This means that only representations of small numbers
allow for a one-to-one correspondence between the fingers
raised and the objects to be counted. However, in contrast to
most of these systems, the transparency limit does not appear
between 5 and 6 (see Figure 2 for the example of Chinese),
but already between 4 and 5 in KSL number signs. Domahs
et al. (2010) suggested that number comparison crossing this
transparency limit may lead to a small but significant rela-
tive RT increase. Thus, we hypothesize that it may be more
demanding to compare a pair of numbers, in which one num-
ber is represented transparently and one symbolically (i.e., 3_5
or 4_6 in KSL) than a pair of numbers where both items are
either transparently or symbolically signed (i.e., all remaining
number pairs).

b) In KSL numbers are signed with different hand orientations,
i.e., the observer sees either the palm or the back of the hand.
We hypothesized that the comparison of number pairs, where
both numbers are signed in a different orientation (e.g., 4_6
or 18_20), may lead to prolonged RT as compared to the
comparison of pairs with same hand orientation (e.g., 2_4 or
7_9).

c) Finally, some signs in KSL (11, 15, and 16) require a sequential
movement of the same hand. This may lead to a relative RT
increase for all comparisons between pairs which contain such
a number.

In sum, using a simple number comparison task with pairs of
Arabic digits, we expected to find (i) the standard magnitude
effect, associated with the internal analog quantity representa-
tion. In line with findings reported by Domahs et al. (2010) we
also expected (ii) a number of digits effect such that number
pairs in which one number was represented by a single Arabic
digit and the other by two Arabic digits (i.e., 8_10 and 9_11)
should be responded to significantly faster than to be expected
on the basis of their magnitude. This could be interpreted as an
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FIGURE 1 | Finger-counting system in Korean Sign Language from the viewer’s perspective. Note that numbers 11, 15, and 16 are signed in a sequential
movement of the same hand.

FIGURE 2 | Finger-counting systems in German, German Sign Language (DGS), and Chinese (Domahs et al., 2010). Reprinted with permission.
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effect of the external stimulus representation. Crucially, we also
expected to find (iii) influences of characteristic properties of the
KSL number sign system (transparency limit effect, hand orienta-
tion effect, or sequential movement effect), which are not predicted
by models assuming an amodal semantic quantity representation.
Therefore, if such effects were observed in a culture-specific way,
they would witness the multimodal nature of internal quantity
representations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
Twenty-five Korean deaf signers, enrolled as undergraduate stu-
dents at the Korea Nazarene University, Cheonan, took part in
the experiment. Data sets of two participants had to be excluded
from analyses due to failure in data recording. Mean age of the
remaining 23 (11 females) participants was 22.1 years (SD = 1.6).
On average, they have received 14.4 (1.1) years of formal educa-
tion. All were right-handed according to their own disclosure, had
normal or corrected-to normal vision and reported no mathe-
matical deficits. All participants used KSL as their primary lan-
guage although mean age of acquisition of KSL was relatively
late (mean = 9.0, SD = 4.4). Nevertheless, participants’ counting
habits were evaluated prior to the experiment confirming that all
used the KGS finger-counting system depicted in Figure 1. All
participants gave their informed consent to take part in the study.

STIMULI
The same stimulus set was used as described by Domahs et al.
(2010). All number pairs with a distance of 2 within the number
range from 1 to 20 were shown in both orders (i.e., 1_3 to 18_20
and 3_1 to 20_18, respectively). Stimuli were presented in cen-
tral position as Arabic digits in black Arial 60 pt font against a
white background. Both numbers were presented in the same line
separated by seven blanks.

PROCEDURE
Instructions were given in written Korean (Hangul) and, addi-
tionally, in KSL. Participants were instructed to answer as fast and
accurately as possible. Half of the participants started with the
instruction to indicate the smaller number by a corresponding
button press while the other half was instructed to indicate the
larger number. Response keys were the “S” key and the “L” key on a
standard keyboard. After the first half of the experiment, response
assignments were reversed. For each response assignment, each
number pair was presented five times per order (i.e., five times 4_6
and five times 6_4). Thus, the presentation of 36 number pairs × 5
repetitions × 2 response assignments led to a total of 360 exper-
imental trials separated in five blocks per response assignment,
each block including all 36 number pairs in randomized order.
Each response assignment was preceded by an additional training
block of all 36 number pairs. Training results were not included in
the analyses.

Each trial started with a blank screen (500 ms), followed by the
presentation of a fixation cross in central position (200 ms) and
another blank screen (200 ms). Then, the number pair was pre-
sented until one of the response buttons was pressed or the time
limit of 2000 ms was reached. Trials were initiated in a self-paced

manner, i.e., participants pressed the space-bar on the keyboard to
proceed to the next trial.

ANALYSES
There was no speed–accuracy trade-off as indicated by a non-
reliable negative correlation between mean RT and error rate
(r = −0.14, p = 0.54). Incorrect responses or RT falling outside
the interval of ±2.5 SD from the individual mean were excluded
from the analyses. This resulted in a loss of 7.5% of data points.

The influence of the structure of different external and hypoth-
esized internal representations on symbolic number processing
was assessed by a linear mixed-effects regression analysis on mean
RT per number pair. The following measures of external and
internal representations were entered: first, a variable coding the
presence or absence of a different number of Arabic digits (coded
as −1 for pairs 8_10 and 9_11 and +1 for other pairs) was included
to represent characteristics of the Arabic stimulus format. Second,
numerical magnitude [i.e., the natural logarithm (ln) of the mean
of each number pair] and parity (coded as +1 for odd and −1
for even pairs) were used as predictors reflecting basic seman-
tic number representations. Finally, the following predictors were
included, representing potential hand-based internal representa-
tions: transparency limit (coded +1 for pairs where one number
is represented transparently and one number symbolically in KSL,
i.e., 3_5 and 4_6, and coded −1 for other pairs), hand orientation
(coded +1 for pairs with different hand orientation in KSL, i.e.,
4_6, 5_7, 8_10, 9_11, 14_16, 15_17, 18_20, and −1 for other pairs),
and movement sequence (coded +1 for pairs where at least one
number is signed in a one-handed movement sequence in KSL, i.e.,
9_11, 11_13, 13_15, 14_16, 15_17, 16_18, and −1 for other pairs).
The contribution of these variables to the goodness of fit of the
model was evaluated within the linear-mixed-effects model (lme)
framework, using the lme4 package (Bates, 2007) in the R system
for statistical computing (R Development Core Team, 2006). Both
participants and number pairs were treated as random factors.

Moreover, intergroup differences comparing our present data
of deaf Korean signers with data from participant groups (hearing
Germans, deaf German signers, and hearing Chinese participants)
previously reported by Domahs et al. (2010) were evaluated using
one-way ANOVAs.

Finally, a stepwise discriminant analysis was conducted over
mean RTs for all number pairs (1_3 to 18_20) to investigate
how well the four groups of participants could be differentiated.
Using the leave-one-out procedure as a cross-validation method
to prevent underestimation of error classification probabilities, the
best discriminating number pairs were used to classify individual
RT-profiles into one of the four cultural groups.

RESULTS
VARIABLES INFLUENCING SYMBOLIC NUMBER COMPARISON IN KSL
PARTICIPANTS
The resulting final model of the linear mixed-effects regres-
sion analysis is presented in Table 1. Individual participants
varied substantially, as did individual number pairs, which was
confirmed by log-likelihood tests for both random effects. As
can be seen in Table 1, the differing number of Arabic digits,
numerical magnitude as well as hand orientation turned out as
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significant predictors (t > 2), while all other effects (parity, trans-
parency limit, and movement sequence failed to explain significant
amounts of additional variance. Specifically, the comparison of
two Arabic numbers became relatively slower with increasing
numerical magnitude and when KSL hand orientation differed
for the to-be-compared numbers, whereas RT became relatively
faster when a one-digit Arabic number had to-be-compared with
a two-digit Arabic number (see Figure 3).

CROSS-CULTURAL COMPARISONS
With respect to global mean RT and RT increase (slope of a loga-
rithmic fitting curve), KSL participants did not differ significantly
from hearing Germans, deaf German signers, and hearing Chinese

Table 1 | Regression coefficients with associated SE and t -values from

the analysis of mean RTs from Korean deaf signers.

Random effects Variance

Participants 6377.7

Number pairs 209.0

Residual 1584.4

Fixed effects Estimate SE t -value

Intercept 452.1 22.8 19.8

Different number of Arabic digits 33.4 7.4 4.5

Magnitude 43.0 7.3 5.9

Parity −0.9 4.1 −0.2

Transparency limit 1.2 7.0 0.2

Hand orientation 10.3 4.8 2.1

Movement sequence 6.3 7.2 0.9

Significant predictors are highlighted in bold face. For a detailed explanation of

predictors, see Section “Materials and Methods.”

participants as reported by Domahs et al. (2010): mean RT was
566 ms (SD = 79 ms) for Korean deaf signers, 617 ms (104 ms) for
hearing Germans, 594 ms (99 ms) for German deaf signers, and
569 ms (80 ms) for hearing Chinese participants [F(3, 95) = 1.69,
p = 0.17]. Mean slope was 0.081 (SD = 0.044) for Korean deaf
signers, 0.085 (0.034) for hearing Germans, 0.085 (0.026) for
German deaf signers, and 0.094 (0.025) for hearing Chinese
participants [F(3, 95) < 1].

However, these globally similar RT patterns were modulated
differentially by local effects, as evidenced by different patterns of
residuals from individual logarithmic fittings (see Figure 4; fitting
procedure described in detail in Domahs et al., 2010). These local
effects seem to be culture-specific. Interestingly, different hand
orientation, a variable significantly contributing to the variance
explained by the mixed-effects regression model on mean RTs per
number pair and KSL participant (see above), did not improve
regression models for hearing Germans, deaf German signers, or
hearing Chinese. Note that this is the expected result in case this
variable indeed reflects specific properties of KSL finger-counting
(not present in the other systems) rather than some artifact (which
may also be existent in the other cultural groups).

Finally, in a stepwise linear discriminant analysis a two-
dimensional discriminant function space allowed for the signifi-
cant differentiation of the four groups of participants (see Table 2;
Figure 5). The variables selected for inclusion in the discriminant
function space were mean RTs for the four number pairs 10_12,
8_10, 6_8, and 11_13. Using these four best discriminating number
pairs, it was possible to classify a total of 57.6% of all cases cor-
rectly into one of the four cultural groups (using the leave-one-out
procedure as a cross-validation procedure to prevent underesti-
mation of error classification probabilities). Performance was best
for deaf Korean signers (91.3% correctly classified) and Chinese
participants (74.1% correctly classified), while RT-profiles of both
German groups of participants lead to a large degree of overlap
between the latter two groups (see Table 2).

FIGURE 3 | Mean reaction times per number pair (blue line) and logarithmic fitting (red line) of KSL participants (n = 23). For a description of the fitting
procedure see Domahs et al. (2010).
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FIGURE 4 | Standardized residuals for Korean deaf signers (red line) and

three different participant groups performing the same task. Details on
hearing German, deaf German, and hearing Chinese participants and the
standardization procedure are reported by Domahs et al. (2010).

Table 2 | Classification of cases based on the stepwise linear

discriminant function analysis using a leaving-one-out

cross-validation procedure (see also Figure 5).

Actual group Predicted group

hearing German DGS Chinese KSL

Hearing German (24) 8 (33.0) 12 (50.0) 3 (12.5) 1 (4.2)

DGS (25) 10 (40.0) 8 (32.0) 7 (28.0) 0 (0.0)

Chinese (27) 3 (11.1) 2 (7.4) 20 (74.1) 2 (7.4)

KSL (23) 0 (0.0) 1 (4.3) 1 (4.3) 21 (91.3)

Indicated are number of cases (% cases).

We can only speculate why these four number pairs are able
to discriminate between the four cultural groups. For instance,
the residuals for number pair 6_8 diverge between both German
groups on the one hand and Korean as well as Chinese participants
on the other – possibly because for Germans 6 and 8 require two-
handed finger patterns while for Korean signers both numbers
are represented in the same orientation and both Asian groups
can represent the individual numbers of these pairs on one hand,
respectively. With respect to number pair 8_10 all four groups
showed a strong effect of different number of Arabic digits, result-
ing in large negative residuals. However, this effect seems to be
somewhat less pronounced for Chinese and Korean participants,
but possibly for different reasons: for Chinese, the number sign
for 10 is motorically complex, requiring a coordinated movement
of both hands. For Korean signers, the signs representing 8 and
10 have different hand orientation, also causing some additional

representational costs. As can be seen in the latter example, the
interpretation of residuals may become particularly difficult, if
different effects interfere.

DISCUSSION
In a simple number comparison task performed by educated
adult participants, we replicated the standard numerical magni-
tude effect, probably reflecting properties of the analog quantity
representation. In line with previous findings (Domahs et al.,
2010), we also observed a number of Arabic digits effect, i.e., a
relative RT advantage for those number pairs comparing a single-
digit and a two-digit number (8_10 and 9_11). Obviously, this
effect reflects properties of the external stimulus representation
(Arabic digits) on mental number processing. Both the magni-
tude effect and the number of digits effect have already been
described for other groups of participants and do not seem to
be culture-specific (e.g., Domahs et al., 2010). This is not unex-
pected as it is plausible to assume that both the internal analog
magnitude representation and the processing of externally pre-
sented Arabic digits should in general not be modulated by culture.
Crucially, we also found evidence for an influence of the spe-
cific properties of the finger-counting system used by deaf Korean
signers reflecting culture-specific differences in number process-
ing. In particular, the coding based on KSL hand orientation
was a significant predictor of performance for KSL participants.
Importantly, this indication of culture-specificity was further cor-
roborated by the fact that the predictor hand orientation did not
explain any additional variance when included in regression mod-
els for the other three groups (hearing and deaf Germans, hearing
Chinese).
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FIGURE 5 | Combined groups plot of the results from a stepwise linear

discriminant analysis on mean RT per number pair and participant (see

alsoTable 2) using the first two dimensions of the discriminant functions

space. Note that hearing Germans and deaf German signers, who have the
least discriminable RT-profiles in a magnitude comparison task with Arabic
digits, also have very similar finger-counting systems (see Figure 2).

We used a simple number comparison task. This task does
not involve any overt finger-counting. Furthermore, Arabic digits
were used as input, which do not show characteristic properties
of KSL finger-counting. Nevertheless, using the RT-profiles we
were able to discriminate between cultural groups with different
finger-counting habits (deaf Korean signers vs. hearing Chinese
vs. German signers and hearing Germans), but failed to discrimi-
nate between groups with similar finger-counting systems (hearing
Germans vs. deaf German signers).

Taken together, these results are inconsistent with theoretical
approaches assuming only one single amodal semantic repre-
sentation of number magnitude. Although models of this type
might in principle be adapted to account for hand-based effects
in numerical cognition, at present it seems unclear, how charac-
teristic properties of finger-counting habits could be integrated
in an analog quantity representation (Dehaene and Cohen, 1995;
Dehaene, 2003) or an abstract base-10 based quantity representa-
tion as proposed by McCloskey and Macaruso (1995). Approaches
which assume multimodal semantic representations (Campbell
and Clark, 1992; Campbell, 1994; Cohen Kadosh and Walsh,

2009), on the other hand, could easily integrate a hand-based
representation of quantity, although typically, this has not been
included yet (e.g., Campbell and Epp, 2004). However, at present
these models are grossly underspecified. It still remains to be
explored which representation has to be activated in which task
and to which extend. However, recent evidence suggests that
finger-based representations are not only used in simple num-
ber processing but also in calculation – in children (Domahs
et al., 2008) or in cases of persisting dyscalculia (Kaufmann
et al., 2011) as well as in healthy adult participants (Klein et al.,
2011). Thus, models of numerical cognition should incorporate
the option that finger-based representations are accessed – at
least concomitantly – in simple number processing and cal-
culation tasks even if the input is in a different format and
finger-based representations are not the dominant input modal-
ity for the task at hand. This has previously been suggested by
Di Luca and Pesenti (2011) who proposed to consider finger-
numeral representations as a fourth type of representation in the
Triple-Code model originally proposed by Dehaene and Cohen
(1995).
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It should be noted that we do not claim that all of the systematic
variance can be explained by finger-based numerical representa-
tions. Rather, it seems likely that other internal representations
may be involved as well. These may include number word sys-
tems, representations based on calculation machines (e.g., abacus),
regular dot patterns as found on dice, and others. However, finger-
counting habits seem to be an important predictor in our data
as they can predict locus (i.e., affected number pairs) and direc-
tion (RT increase or decrease) of the residuals in a culture-specific
way (i.e., corresponding to the respective finger-counting habits).
The fact that we observed a relative RT increase for number
pairs associated with different hand orientations further sup-
ports the motor generation hypothesis proposed by Domahs et al.
(2010): motor imagery for motorically more complex number
signs (e.g., two-handed signs in German and DGS or reorien-
tation of hand posture in KSL signs) leads to increased cognitive
processing costs even for abstract symbolic input (Arabic digits).
In contrast, we did not find evidence for the assumption that
a break between transparent and symbolic finger-counting pat-
terns affects behavior in the same task. This seems to be in line
with the assumption that – at least during acquisition – num-
ber gestures are not analyzed according to their transparency
(Nicoladis et al., 2011). Moreover, one could speculate whether

motorical effects (like hand orientation) have more behavioral
impact than purely semantic effects (like transparency limit). Yet,
at the present state, a detailed account of what kind of motor com-
plexity should affect performance to which extent is still lacking.
Thus, further research is needed to disentangle why the motorical
effect of hand orientation was significant in the current data while
another motorical effect, i.e., the effect of movement sequence,
was not.

In sum, our results support the assumption that educated adults
activate some kind of internal finger-or hand-based numerical rep-
resentation even in a simple task with purely symbolic input. This
representation seems to be evoked automatically, even though it
can have detrimental effects on the task to be solved. Consequently,
our results corroborate the idea of embodied numerosity repre-
sentations and are inconsistent with amodal models of quantity
representation.
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